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PROGRAMMING MISTAKES OF all kinds—in source code, configurations, tests, or other artifacts—are a wide-ranging and expensive problem. Developers dedicate a significant proportion of engineering time and effort to finding and fixing bugs in their code, businesses lose market share when vulnerabilities in the software they sell impact customers, and overall productivity is impacted by software that does not work as intended or is prone to vulnerabilities.1 Rapidly finding and fixing bugs and vulnerabilities only grows in importance as software is continuously evolving and deployed and as society becomes increasingly dependent on software systems in all aspects of modern life. Speaking to this general problem, this special issue of IEEE Software addresses recent advances in research and practice in automatic software repair.

Prologue

Automated program repair2 is an emerging suite of technologies for automatically fixing errors or vulnerabilities—bugs, colloquially—in software systems. Automatic program repair as a research field focuses on a class of techniques that produces source code-level patches for such bugs, of the same variety that programmers produce in addressing a defect they find in their own programs or in response to a bug report. Thus, at a high level, an automatic repair approach takes as input a program and some evidence that the program has a bug (commonly, a failing test) and produces a patch for that program’s source to fix that bug, ideally without negatively influencing other correct functionality.

Overall, automated tooling, analysis, and bots that automatically patch programs are a growing phenomenon in both research and practice. The research community has dedicated increasing attention to this problem, especially over the past decade. This has resulted in a diversity of techniques that seek to fix bugs as identified by failing tests or program crashes, address statically detected violations from automatic bug-finding tools, or repair compilation errors. No matter which bug-identifying method is used, the goal is to find a patch that changes the program appropriately, e.g., by making the tests pass or the crashes go away or enabling the static analyzer pass without complaint. Under the hood, such techniques use technologies ranging from symbolic execution and program synthesis, to machine learning, to evolutionary computation, or increasingly some combination thereof. In engineering practice, recently developed repair tools range from simple “quick-fix” suggestions to address linter checks performed at commit time and vulnerability-suggesting bots on GitHub to, recently at Facebook, more robust automated patching run in production against automatically generated tests.3

The goal of this special issue is to provide a checkpoint on the state of research and practice in automatic program repair. The three articles presented are summarized in “New Repair Architectures, Techniques, and Practices.”

In this introduction, we introduce key ideas underlying the general field of automatic program repair and provide a brief overview of the structure of the problem and various solutions to provide context for the subsequent material.

What Is a Bug?

Practically, a significant percentage of a software project’s cost today is not spent in the creative activity of software construction but rather in the corrective activity of debugging and fixing errors. However, the task of debugging is inherently complicated. Most systems lack formal specifications describing intended program behavior. Without a formal or systematic documentation of correct behavior, the definition of an “error” or “bug” often resides in the programmer’s mind or in the user’s sometimes nebulous expectations of program behavior. This can pose a challenge for automatic bug-correction techniques, which require a tangible mechanism to identify the “fault” to be repaired.

Automated techniques for bug detection, mitigation, or prevention have a long history in computer science research. Programming languages and their type systems and compilers can warn programmers when they make certain kinds of mistakes or eliminate them entirely by design. Static analyses, sometimes built into integrated development environments or run at commit time, can flag problematic patterns or even, increasingly, find deep semantic errors. Dynamic self-healing techniques can enforce security or other correctness policies by enforcing control flow integrity, preventing code injection, or automatically sanitizing inputs (see, e.g., the works by Perkins et al.4 and Serebryany et al.5). Such techniques can therefore catch and recover from errors at runtime, without either user or developer intervention.

By contrast, the techniques for automatic software repair we address in this special issue generally aim to produce changes (patches) to the program source code to address the bug altogether (rather than find errors, help programmers avoid errors, or help systems dynamically recover
from them). Sometimes these goals can go hand in hand. For example, some static bug-finding tools increasingly provide the developers with pointers or suggestions to help them understand and fix the underlying problem; indeed, more quick-fix suggestions by bug-finding tools can lead to greater adoption. Similarly, linters or compilers increasingly make suggestions to address flagged errors, and research techniques are being proposed to address more semantically complex bugs, as flagged by static techniques. Such approaches thus use a static bug-finding approach to find a flaw and then can use the static technique to automatically localize the bug and validate that a proposed patch addresses it (i.e., by determining that the static analyzer no longer flags the defect in question).

However, a larger preponderance of current techniques for automatic program repair are dynamic in nature. That is, these methods use failed tests or demonstrated program crashes to demonstrate the existence of a glitch; the goal of the bug-repair process is to modify the program source code so that the test(s) now pass or the program no longer crashes. Other existing program tests are typically used to help the program-repair process avoid unwittingly breaking other desirable behavior, in the same way that continuous integration (CI) test suites help human programmers avoid doing the same in manually modifying their systems. Indeed, some proposed and currently deployed techniques are targeted at that use case exactly: repairing a program with respect to a failed CI test.

**How and When Is It Fixed?**

Automatic bug repair is thus, fundamentally, a search problem: the search goal is a set of changes to a program that addresses a given error without introducing new bugs or affecting previously correct behavior. Typically, such techniques begin with automated analysis to localize the bug in question to a smaller set of candidate program locations, one or more of which may correspond to a suitable repair site. Toward this goal, the article proposes the use of novelty search to avoid local optima in the search spaces.

**NEW REPAIR TOOLS**

Baudry et al. present an automated repair bot that learns patch patterns from failed builds across projects in their article “A Software-Repair Robot Based on Continual Learning.” In terms of advances, this article presents a tool architecture to learn patch patterns; this architecture can potentially be assimilated into continuous integration systems of the future. In terms of challenges, this method repairs an extremely small percentage of the failed builds, meaning that the effectiveness of such an approach remains a work in progress.

**NEW REPAIR TECHNIQUE**

The article “A Novel Approach for Search-Based Program Repair” by Trujillo et al. takes a fresh look at the way search is guided in genetic-programming-style program repair, often via an objective function representing the number of tests passed. This article posits that, for automated repair, navigating a diverse set of patches is as important as optimizing an objective function. Toward this goal, the article proposes the use of novelty search to avoid local optima in the search spaces.

**NEW REPAIR PRACTICES**

Finally, the article “On the Introduction of Automatic Program Repair in Bloomberg” by Kirbas et al., shares experiences in integrating automatic repair into industrial practice. It represents an academic–industrial collaboration, where researchers from four universities have worked with Bloomberg engineers to allow for integrating high-quality automatic fixing of the Bloomberg code base. The article also discusses real-life lessons in bridging the academia–industry divide via shared practices derived from research—in this case, research on automated program repair.
known, there may be various fix locations in the program that can be changed to make the manifestation of the error disappear. Virtually all program-repair techniques thus begin by narrowing down the program source to a typically imperfect set of such likely locations.

Beyond that, program-repair techniques vary widely in how they modify the program source code to address the defect in question. Some approaches target particular bug classes and thus make use of a small set of candidate templates or transformations that may address bugs in that class (such as early work addressing buffer overflows). This approach is broadly generalized by work on search-based program repair (see, e.g., Le Goues et al.’s article in 2012), which views automated patch construction explicitly as a search-space representation and navigation problem. Repairing a program thus amounts to navigating a search space of templated edits via a biased heuristic or random search. Such an explicit search approach must be guided by an objective function, often constructed in whole or part by the existing tests: a repair is found when a patch causes all tests to pass, including those that initially failed (indicating the bug).

A parallel line of work has focused on using semantic analysis to construct patches, by turning over the problem of bug repair to constraint solving and program synthesis, as described in the work of Nguyen et al. This type of work infers a repair constraint that a patched program should satisfy to meet the given correctness specification, such as passing a given set of tests. Solving the constraint, typically via program synthesis, constructs a piece of replacement code that satisfies that specification. The replacement code can then be used as a patch. Constraint solving can encode other questions in the patch-construction process as well, like “What is the ‘smallest’ change in the program that will allow it to pass the given tests?” or even make suggestions on what the patch code might look like based on the code that is being repaired.

Alongside both of these families of techniques, it is important to note the growing, and perhaps unsurprising, role of machine learning techniques in automated repair. To date, learning-based techniques have been demonstrated to be usefully complementary to the other approaches. For example, models can effectively prioritize candidate patches that are generated by an enumerative search method. However, this area of inquiry for program repair is rapidly growing, with researchers in both machine learning and software engineering/programming languages bringing their expertise to bear on the problem.

Regardless of how the patches are constructed, all automatic program-repair techniques are subject to a concern about “overfitting patches,” or patches that address only the symptom represented by a failing test, rather than the true underlying cause of the error. Put plainly, just because a previously failing test now passes does not always mean the bug in question is truly fixed—and telling the difference, automatically, is an unsolved problem. Even human programmers sometimes commit incomplete or inaccurate bug fixes, by accident! Automatically fixed programs can be correct with respect to an incomplete program specification, such as a test set, but still be considered incorrect globally or as judged by a human maintainer. Much of the research in automated repair thus studies this aspect, with an attempt to generate correct patches despite operating over extremely partial specifications of program behavior (e.g., see the work of Shariffdeen et al.). In the meantime, however, some practical deployment scenarios benefit from existing workflows in which patches or pull requests are reviewed by a developer before deployment, regardless of the source of the patch. Moving forward, we posit that patch quality will be a key issue in program repair, with manual or automated techniques used to enhance patch quality.

Program Repair: A Snapshot

The successes of automated program repair, as the field stands today, have been significant. Successful techniques vary in terms of whether they address particular defect types or whether they aim to be more general to a wider variety of program properties that can be captured in a failing test. There has been tremendous progress in terms of enhancing generality of the techniques and scalability with respect to programs and search spaces. Modern research techniques of all stripes have reported successful results on programs of hundreds of thousands to millions of lines of code. Scalability to large search spaces (beyond simply to large programs) is important to allow the repair of complex, multipart bugs or programs that are significantly incorrect. Increasingly, such techniques begin to penetrate engineering practice.

These results demonstrate that there exist pockets of opportunity where current approaches work well. However, significant room for improvement still remains, beyond the question of measuring and assuring patch quality. One challenge
lies in expressive power or the variety of bug types that general techniques can handle off the shelf. In particular, most techniques struggle to construct or reason about changes that require multiple or significant changes to the program source. Although techniques can handle large programs, effective fault localization—the task of identifying the source locations to try to change—continues to challenge scalability for certain kinds of bugs and programs. Similarly, there exist continued challenges in effective engineering to apply these techniques to large systems since most repair approaches require expensive and complex recompile-test-and-check loops.

The three articles chosen in this special issue capture a snapshot of the current state of the field of program repair and point out possible future directions. See “New Repair Architectures, Techniques, and Practices” for summaries of the advances it states as well as the challenges that remain. This will allow the reader to gain a critical appraisal of the repair technologies, as they stand today.
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